The formation of nanograin structures and accelerated room-temperature theta precipitation in a severely deformed Al–4 wt.% Cu alloy
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Abstract

The grain size achievable and long-term stability of a severely deformed aluminium copper alloy have been investigated when copper is used in solution to inhibit recovery. It is shown that copper is more effective than magnesium in inhibiting dynamic recovery. A grain width of only \( \frac{70}{24} \) nm was obtained in an Al–4 wt.% Cu alloy, after processing by equal-channel angular extrusion to a strain of \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = 10 \), resulting in a lamellar nanograin structure. However, post-processing, the severely deformed solid solution was found to be unstable at room temperature and copious precipitation of \( \theta \) occurred at grain boundaries within the deformed state, leading to recovery of the deformation structure and a loss of strength. The solute level fell to equilibrium within \( 9 \) months. The precipitation kinetics were shown to occur at many orders of magnitude higher than can be predicted by classical nucleation and growth theory. The reasons for this discrepancy are discussed.
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1. Introduction

There is currently considerable interest in the production of ultrafine-grained (UFG) metals with nanograin structures by severe plastic deformation (SPD) (e.g. Refs. [1–21]). This interest stems not only from the practical viewpoint of economically obtaining materials with enhanced mechanical performance, and/or finer scale microstructural homogeneity, but also from the desire to extend our knowledge of the evolution of deformation structures to ultra-high strains and their subsequent stability (e.g. Refs. [1–15]). Although various methods can be used to produce materials with nanoscale grain sizes, techniques like equal-channel angular extrusion (ECAE) [16,17] have the advantage of a “top down” approach, involving grain refinement from a bulk billet by ultra-high strain deformation [1–7]. SPD processing is thus free from the problems of residual porosity and contamination that are frequently encountered when materials are produced by “bottom up” techniques requiring, for example, the consolidation of atomized powders.

In SPD processing it is becoming increasingly recognized that a steady state grain size is eventually reached at ultra-high strains that limits the level of grain refinement that can be achieved [3–6]. This limit is controlled by dynamic recovery operating at surprisingly low temperatures and a far higher rate than seen statically [3,6,18]. It is thus difficult to obtain a nanograin structure in aluminium alloys on processing under ambient conditions owing to the relatively high homologous temperature that results from their low melting point. Methods available for decreasing the limiting grain size include cryogenic deformation [3,12], the introduction of second-phase particles to pin boundary migration [8,19], or the use of solute to inhibit recovery [20,21]. Of these options, in aluminium alloys, the use of solute is arguably the most effective approach, as cryogenically deformed...
nanograined aluminium alloys are unstable even at room temperature [3] and it is difficult to achieve the required particle densities with conventional ingot metallurgy [8,19]. In aluminium metallurgy, magnesium is the alloying element most widely used to provide solid solution strengthening and increase work hardening by reducing the rate of recovery. Alloying with magnesium has also been shown to greatly reduce the grain size in SPD-processed aluminium [11,15,21]. Grain sizes of $\sim 100$ nm have been measured in an Al–3 wt.% Mg alloy (3.3 at.%), processed to a strain of ten by ECAE compared to $\sim 500–600$ nm in a dilute Al–0.1 wt.% Mg alloy [11]. However, similar to cryogenic deformation [3], when a directional SPD processing route is used, the reduced rate of dynamic boundary migration results in a far more elongated grain structure than seen in more dilute aluminium alloys [6,11]. For example, in the results cited above, the grain aspect ratio rose from 2.3 to 7 on increasing the Mg level to 3 wt.% [11].

Magnesium has long been known to inhibit dynamic recovery in aluminium alloys [22,23] and this has often been associated with a reduction in the stacking fault energy (SFE) restricting cross slip. However, the main effect, on inhibiting cell structure formation during recovery, is probably from the drag of solute atmospheres and the thermal activation of solute atoms away from climbing jogs or screw dislocation segments, as the dissociation of partials is small in Al–Mg solid solutions [24,25]. Relative to magnesium, the influence of copper in aluminium solid solutions on recovery has received less attention. While copper increases the SFE [26], when compared at the same atomic concentration, it has been found to have a greater influence on both solid solution strengthening and reducing the rate of recovery, at least after deformation to conventional strains [24]. Although data in the correct concentration range is scarce, Cu and Mg appear to have similar effects on retarding grain boundary mobility [27,28]. Furthermore, in one study grain sizes as fine as $\sim 100$ nm have been reported in an Al–4 wt.% Cu alloy (1.7 at.%) deformed to an effective strain of $\sim 9$ by ECAE [29], which is lower than that noted above for higher atomic concentrations of magnesium.

An important limitation on the use of solute to inhibit dynamic recovery and achieve nanograin structures in SPD is the stability of supersaturated solid solutions during and after severe deformation. Straumal et al. [30,31] have investigated the stability of Al–Mg and Al–Zn supersaturated solid solutions during extremely high strain SPD by high-pressure torsion ($\gamma \sim 300$). They found that the Al–Zn solid solution dynamically decomposed, approaching equilibrium, whereas with Al–Mg only partial decomposition occurred. Straumal et al. explained this difference in terms of the higher diffusivity of zinc in aluminium, but found that the overall rate was still around $10^8$ times faster than could be accounted for by lattice diffusion. This enhanced rate of decomposition was attributed to grain boundary diffusion, accelerated by the very high vacancy flux produced under the dynamic SPD conditions, and the sweeping up of solute into boundaries by their deformation-induced movement. In this context it is interesting to note that copper has a higher activation energy for diffusion than either magnesium or zinc [32].

The high-angle boundary area for a 100 nm grain size will be of the order of 100 times that for a more normal 10 μm grain size and the vacancy concentration has been measured to be as high as $10^{-4}$ immediately after SPD [33]. As a result, even when dynamic decomposition of supersaturated solid solutions does not occur, several studies have shown that the SPD accelerates precipitation on artificial ageing and can also change the precipitation sequence [29,34]. For example, it has been found that in an Al–1.7 at.% Cu alloy processed by ECAE to a strain of 8, ageing at 100 °C for 24 h results in the equilibrium $\text{Al}_2\text{Cu} (\theta)$ phase precipitating on grain boundaries directly from solid solution, bypassing the normally seen metastable transition sequence of GP zones, $\theta^\prime$ and $\theta^\prime\prime$ [29].

As part of an ongoing project exploring the fundamental principles of producing nanocrystalline aluminium alloys by SPD, the initial objective of this study was to investigate the deformation structure evolution of Al–Cu solid solutions during room-temperature severe deformation, with a view to exploring whether a nanograin structure could be achieved that was finer than that typically seen in Al–Mg alloys. During the course of this work, it was accidentally discovered that the equilibrium $\text{Al}_2\text{Cu} \theta$ phase precipitated copiously on grain boundaries, within the deformation structure, on long-term natural ageing at room temperature after SPD processing. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there have been no previous reports of the $\theta$ phase precipitating during natural ageing in the same, or similar alloys, even when the solid solution is extended to much higher supersaturations [38], although GP zones may readily form [35]. The $\theta$ phase nucleated and grew at a surprisingly fast rate, given the low diffusivity of copper in aluminium, and growth continued for far longer than might be expected from the time for the excess vacancy content to decrease from its artificially high post-processing level. The present paper will thus focus on quantifying the precipitation kinetics during the room-temperature ageing of a SPD-processed Al–4 wt.% Cu, with a view to explaining this unusual accelerated ageing phenomenon.

2. Experimental details

A high-purity Al–4 wt.% Cu alloy (1.7 at.% Cu) was made from 99.999% pure aluminium (supplied by Alcan International) and electrical-grade copper. The alloy was cast in a 22 mm thick copper book-shaped mould under an argon atmosphere and homogenized at 550 °C for 24 h. The ingots were machined into 100 mm long bars with a square cross-section of $15 \times 15$ mm². The bars were subsequently solution-treated by heating to 500 °C for 2 h, followed by 4 h at 550 °C, before quenching in water. The supersaturated bars were subsequently processed by ECAE immediately after solution treatment (within 20 min).
ECAE was carried out at room temperature with a ram speed of 50 mm min\(^{-1}\), through a 120° die, using colloidal graphite as lubricant. Up to 15 passes were applied to obtain a range of strain levels, using route A \([16]\); i.e. the specimen orientation was kept constant throughout the multi-pass processing. The effective strain (\(\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}\)) per ECAE cycle was approximately 0.7 \([17]\). The deformed specimens were then naturally aged at room temperature for up to a year while their hardness and microstructures were monitored.

The deformation structures of the ECAE-processed billets and the second-phase particles, precipitated during natural ageing at room temperature, were characterized by backscatter electron (BSE) imaging and electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) in a high-resolution FEI Sirion FEGSEM, fitted with an HKL-EBSD system. This analysis was complemented at higher resolutions by transmission electron microscopy in a Philips CM200 TEM and an FEI Tecnai F30 FEGTEM in STEM mode using a HAADF detector. X-ray diffraction was carried out to confirm the crystal structure of the precipitates. Hardness was measured on an Instron Tukon2100 Vickers micro-hardness tester, with the application of a 200 g load for 10 s. Each measurement was obtained by averaging over six individual indents. All the microstructural data presented are from near the centre of the longitudinal transverse plane (TD plane) of the ECAE billets, defined by the normal direction (ND) and the extrusion direction (ED) in reference to the ECAE deformation geometry \([3]\). Specimens for SEM–EBSD analysis were mechanically polished to 0.5 \(\mu\)m before electro-polishing in a solution of 30% nitric acid in methanol. TEM thin foils were prepared by jet polishing using the same solution at \(-30^\circ \text{C}\).

3. Results

3.1. Deformation structures

Backscatter electron images in Fig. 1 show the deformation structure of the supersaturated Al–4 wt.% Cu alloy

![Fig. 1. Electron backscatter images of the ECAE-processed Al–4Cu samples, showing the deformation structures immediately after ECAE processing to: (a) one pass, (b) two passes, (c) four passes, (d) seven passes (high and low magnification), and (e) 15 passes. Note the change in magnifications with strain.](image-url)
was carried within shear bands aligned with the die shear plane (60° to ED). Shear banding was also dominant in the second pass and it can be seen in Fig. 1b that more intense shear bands have formed after two passes, which cut through the weaker shear band structure formed in the first pass at an angle of 60°. The primary shear bands generated in each pass (parallel to the shear plane) tended to form in conjunction with a complementary set of slip lines, or a set of relatively weaker shear bands, intersecting at an angle of 60–70° (Fig. 1b).

On processing to higher strains, the shear band structures formed in previous ECAE passes were compressed and rotated towards the extrusion direction and deformation became more uniform as severe strain localization reduced (Fig. 1). After seven passes, individual band structures were no longer distinguishable from each other and a fine lamellar structure formed, as shown in Fig. 1d. With higher strains, the grain boundary spacing was further compressed and eventually a more uniform, finer, and highly elongated lamellar structure developed by a strain of 10 (Fig. 1e).

EBSD measurements showed that shear banding generated both new low- and high-angle grain boundaries. Fig. 2a depicts an EBSD orientation map obtained from a sample processed by two ECAE passes, showing new high-angle grain boundaries mainly associated with shear bands aligned in the ECAE die’s shear plane. There are also HAGBs within shear bands formed in the first pass. More new HAGBs were generated within shear bands after four passes (Fig. 2b) and after 15 passes the deformation structure was dominated by HAGBs, although at higher strains shear banding was less significant and the geometrical increase in HAGB area required by the strain tensor became more important (Fig. 2c).

The data summarized in Table 1 shows that that after deformation to an effective strain of ten the average crystal size was only 65 nm wide by ~500 nm long, although the length was more difficult to determine reliably as there were some very low misorientation transverse boundaries present within the lamellar structures (see TEM images in Fig. 6). When it was possible to obtain EBSD maps after 10 months’ room-temperature recovery, Fig. 2b shows that the HAGB structure still appeared highly lamellar in nature, and contained very high aspect ratio grain fragments and few transverse HAGBs. In the EBSD maps the average lamellar HAGB spacing was measured to be $\lambda_{ND} = 80$ nm, which is in close agreement with the other data and confirms that the lamellar boundaries were predominantly high-angle in character. However, it can be seen that some of the lamellar grains extend over several microns and the average length, or HAGB spacing in ED, was estimated to be $\lambda_{ED} \sim 1 \mu$m, giving an estimated grain aspect ratio of $\sim 13–15$ after processing.

### 3.2. Micro-hardness response during natural ageing

In Fig. 3 the natural ageing response of samples processed to five and 15 ECAE passes are compared to a
solution-treated undeformed control, on natural ageing at \( \sim 20^\circ \text{C} \) for up to 1 year. As expected, the material processed to the greatest strain of \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \sim 10 \) (15 passes ECAE) exhibited the highest hardness immediately after ECAE processing (192 HV), which was about twice that of the solution-treated control sample. For this starting condition the hardness initially increased very slightly before decreasing gradually with time. In comparison, the hardness of the undeformed, as-solution-treated sample rose rapidly from 84 to 104 HV in two weeks and then continued to increase steadily at a slow rate as ageing continued, reaching a value of 121 HV after 12 months. The age-hardening response of the sample processed to five ECAE passes was found, unsurprisingly, to lie between that of the as-solution-treated and the most heavily deformed conditions.

3.3. Precipitation in the severely deformed samples

The room-temperature hardness behaviour of the solution-treated ECAE-processed Al-4% Cu samples, described above, was initially thought to result from a combination of slight natural ageing, by GPZ formation, and softening due to longer-term recovery of the deformation structure. However, microstructural analysis revealed that fine scale precipitation had occurred on grain boundaries within the ECAE-processed materials after three weeks.

---

Fig. 2. EBSD orientation and pattern quality maps obtained from samples processed by ECAE to: (a) two passes (b) four passes and (c) 15 passes (after 10 months' natural ageing). In the orientation maps HAGBs (\( \geq 15^\circ \)) are represented by black lines and low-angle boundaries by white lines.
In contrast, no evidence of room-temperature grain boundary precipitation was seen in the undeformed solution-treated alloy even after natural ageing for up to a year (Fig. 4).

3.3.1. Precipitation after 15 ECAE passes

The BSE images in Fig. 5 show the distribution of second-phase particles found in the sample processed by
ECAE to 15 passes during ageing at room temperature with increasing time. Their morphology is depicted in more detail in Fig. 6 after 10 months’ ageing. Although no precipitation was observed immediately after processing (Fig. 5a), small precipitates were first observed by high-resolution FEGSEM BSE imaging at the end of the third week (Fig. 5b), when the hardness was close to its peak. All the precipitates were found to have nucleated on grain boundaries, and have a roughly elliptical shape with their long axes in line with the grain boundary plane. With increased ageing time, their number density increased and those previously formed continued to grow.

Generally, incoherent grain boundary precipitates in Al–Cu alloys are found to be the equilibrium $\theta$ phase [36,37]. To confirm this supposition, X-ray diffraction was carried out on an as-solution-treated sample and a specimen processed by 15 ECAE passes and stored at room temperature for 10 months’. Careful analysis of the diffraction data revealed only the presence of the equilibrium $\theta$ phase in the ECAE-processed sample.

The length, width, number density, and volume fraction of $\theta$ precipitates with natural ageing time were measured from BSE images and are shown in Fig. 7. It should be noted that with optimum conditions the spatial resolution of BSE images in the FEI Sirion FEGSEM under ultra-high-resolution mode is ~5 nm, which leads to a level of uncertainty in the data for times less than 30 days, where the average precipitate widths were less than 15 nm (length 50 nm). Samples were, therefore, also examined in the TEM. However, with conventional TEM imaging it was extremely difficult to obtain statistically reliable data as it was not trivial to distinguish the second particles from the fine matrix crystallites. There were also no diffraction conditions where the $\theta$ particles in a local area could be exclusively revealed in dark field, due to the small scale and wide spread of orientations of the matrix grains. Selected samples were therefore examined by HAADF imaging using an FEI Tecnai F30 FEGTEM operated in STEM mode. Examples, comparing these imaging modes, are given in Fig. 6 for the sample stored at room temperature for 10 months’ after ECAE processing by 15 passes. It can be seen that at this ageing stage both BSE and STEM images have revealed the second-phase particles clearly with adequate spatial resolution. No evidence of GP zones, or $\theta''$ and $\theta'$ precipitates, with a coherent or semi-coherent relationship with the matrix, could be identified in the TEM images or selected area diffraction patterns where they should cause streaking in the matrix reflections and any additional diffraction spots (see the diffraction pattern inserts in Fig. 6).
respectively. Linear regression fits to all the data, when plotted logarithmically (Fig. 7b), gave exponents of \( r^{0.38} \) and \( L^{0.26} \) and curves with these exponents give good fit to the data in Fig. 7a. This is in close agreement with the \( t = k_1 L^{1/4} \) and \( t = k_3 r^{1/3} \) relationships originally proposed by Aron and Aaronson for collector plate growth of a grain boundary phase [38], although their experimental data suggested a relationship of \( t = k_3 r^{1/3} \), which they attributed to partial coherency at the interface. The results in Fig. 7, therefore, follow the expected behaviour for diffusion-controlled grain boundary growth. However, due to the close spacing of the precipitates within the boundary plane and simultaneous recovery of the deformation structure, the behaviour is not as straightforward as this simple fit implies. In Fig. 7b it can be noted that the lengthening results show evidence of two slopes, the first implying \( 1/n \sim 0.35 \) and the second \( 1/n \sim 0.14 \).

The area fraction and number density of the \( \theta \) precipitates with time are also given in Fig. 7c, where it can be seen that both parameters approach a constant level after \( \sim 9 \) months. This suggests that the solute supersaturation has decayed and approached the equilibrium concentration for copper in solid solution by this stage. The final area fraction of the \( \theta \) phase was \( \sim 7\% \) which, given the uncertainty in the measurements, is consistent with an equilibrium volume fraction predicted from thermodynamic calculations of \( \sim 5\% \) [39].

### 3.3.3. Precipitation in less severely deformed samples

\( \theta \) precipitation was also found to occur during natural ageing in the samples processed by ECAE to lower strains. Fig. 8 shows example BSE images obtained from samples after ECAE processing to two and seven passes, following 4 months’ natural ageing at room temperature. Even in the sample processed to low strains (Fig. 8a and c), \( \theta \) precipitates were found locally within intense shear bands, where new deformation-induced high-angle boundaries were observed. With increased strain, or number of ECAE passes, more precipitates were observed, again predominantly within shear bands, which affected a larger volume of the material, thus giving a more uniform distribution (Fig. 8b). From these observations it was apparent that the precipitation kinetics were directly related to the density and character of the boundaries generated during ECAE processing. An example of this behaviour can be seen from comparing the higher magnification image of \( \theta \) boundary precipitation in Fig. 8c with the corresponding EBSD map from the same area in Fig. 8d where the misorientation of individual boundaries are shown.

\( \theta \) particle sizes were also measured as a function of strain after 4 months’ natural ageing and the results are given in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the average precipitate size rose by \( \sim 70\% \) on increasing the number of ECAE passes from 2 to 15. This behaviour can be correlated to the increase in average misorientation of the deformation-induced HAGBs present, which doubles with deformation in this strain range from \( \sim 20^\circ \) to \( 40^\circ \) (Table 1 and Fig. 9).

---

Fig. 7. Measurements of average \( \theta \) precipitate dimensions (radius or half length) and their half width and length had increased to 37 and 80 nm, respectively. Linear regression fits to all the data, when plotted logarithmically (Fig. 7b), gave exponents of \( r^{0.38} \) and \( L^{0.26} \) and curves with these exponents give good fit to the data in Fig. 7a. This is in close agreement with the \( t = k_1 L^{1/4} \) and \( t = k_3 r^{1/3} \) relationships originally proposed by Aron and Aaronson for collector plate growth of a grain boundary phase [38], although their experimental data suggested a relationship of \( t = k_3 r^{1/3} \), which they attributed to partial coherency at the interface. The results in Fig. 7, therefore, follow the expected behaviour for diffusion-controlled grain boundary growth. However, due to the close spacing of the precipitates within the boundary plane and simultaneous recovery of the deformation structure, the behaviour is not as straightforward as this simple fit implies. In Fig. 7b it can be noted that the lengthening results show evidence of two slopes, the first implying \( 1/n \sim 0.35 \) and the second \( 1/n \sim 0.14 \).

The area fraction and number density of the \( \theta \) precipitates with time are also given in Fig. 7c, where it can be seen that both parameters approach a constant level after \( \sim 9 \) months. This suggests that the solute supersaturation has decayed and approached the equilibrium concentration for copper in solid solution by this stage. The final area fraction of the \( \theta \) phase was \( \sim 7\% \) which, given the uncertainty in the measurements, is consistent with an equilibrium volume fraction predicted from thermodynamic calculations of \( \sim 5\% \) [39].

### 3.3.3. Precipitation in less severely deformed samples

\( \theta \) precipitation was also found to occur during natural ageing in the samples processed by ECAE to lower strains. Fig. 8 shows example BSE images obtained from samples after ECAE processing to two and seven passes, following 4 months’ natural ageing at room temperature. Even in the sample processed to low strains (Fig. 8a and c), \( \theta \) precipitates were found locally within intense shear bands, where new deformation-induced high-angle boundaries were observed. With increased strain, or number of ECAE passes, more precipitates were observed, again predominantly within shear bands, which affected a larger volume of the material, thus giving a more uniform distribution (Fig. 8b). From these observations it was apparent that the precipitation kinetics were directly related to the density and character of the boundaries generated during ECAE processing. An example of this behaviour can be seen from comparing the higher magnification image of \( \theta \) boundary precipitation in Fig. 8c with the corresponding EBSD map from the same area in Fig. 8d where the misorientation of individual boundaries are shown.

\( \theta \) particle sizes were also measured as a function of strain after 4 months’ natural ageing and the results are given in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the average precipitate size rose by \( \sim 70\% \) on increasing the number of ECAE passes from 2 to 15. This behaviour can be correlated to the increase in average misorientation of the deformation-induced HAGBs present, which doubles with deformation in this strain range from \( \sim 20^\circ \) to \( 40^\circ \) (Table 1 and Fig. 9).
3.4. Recovery during natural ageing

During prolonged natural ageing, moderate coarsening of the nanocrystalline lamellar grain structure was detected in the samples subjected to ultra-high strain deformation. The increase in lamellar boundary spacing ($\lambda_{ND}$) with ageing time after 15 ECAE passes ($\varepsilon_{eff} \sim 10$) was measured from BSE images in the FEGSEM and the results are shown in Fig. 10, along with the increase in precipitate volume fraction. The points shown as open diamonds were obtained from TEM measurements and are very close to the values from the BSE images. From Fig. 10 it can be seen that after 1 year’s natural ageing the average lamellar boundary spacing increased from 65 nm to 85 nm. Slow coarsening of the lamellar structure had thus occurred, despite a simultaneous increase in the volume fraction and density of pinning particles. This coarsening of the grain structure during post-processing recovery can thus be attributed to a weakening of the solute pinning effect of copper on grain boundaries, as a result of precipitation.
and growth of the $\theta$ phase lowering the copper level in solid solution.

4. Discussion

4.1. Deformation structure evolution

The evolution of deformation structures during ECAE processing via route A (no billet rotation) has been previously extensively investigated in very dilute aluminium alloys at room temperature [2,6,7], but less well studied in materials containing high levels of solute, where cellular structures are not expected to form at low strains [22]. In SPD the increase in new high-angle grain boundary (HAGB) area with strain originates from two main grain subdivision processes: deformation banding (or orientation splitting) and shear banding (which predominately occurs at low strains $<3$) [6,7]. With deformation processes like ECAE by route A, which involves a continuous material element distortion, there is also a geometrical increase in HAGB area as the grain structure elongates and compresses with strain [3,6,7] to form a lamellar structure. In ECAE using route A this is an important factor in creating new HAGB area and the spacing of the boundaries will reduce due to this effect alone, until they converge with the subgrain size forming thin ribbon grains by a strain of $>7$ [2,6,7]. At higher strains the microstructure continues to refine by the break-up of the ribbon grains into lower aspect ratio submicron grains. This occurs inhomogeneously and starts to develop locally in bands at strains as low as $\varepsilon_{\text{m}} \sim 4$ [6]. More recently it has been shown, in dilute alloys, that the transverse boundary spacing approaches a steady state at strains greater than ten, controlled by equilibrium between the rate of geometric compression of the boundaries and dynamic boundary migration [3,6]. However, with continued deformation there is still a slow reduction in grain length. The steady state and the progressive break-up of the ribbon grains is now thought to involve dynamic boundary migration to equilibrate surface tensions at boundary nodes and probably occurs in a manner related to geometric dynamic recrystallization (GDR) seen at higher temperatures [18].

In the work presented here with a higher solute-containing alloy it has been confirmed that copper is more effective in inhibiting recovery than magnesium, when used at a similar addition level. The average grain widths, or spacing of the lamellar boundary structures in the Al–1.7 at.% Cu alloy studied, was found to be only $\sim 70 \text{ nm}$ after deformation to a strain of ten. This is similar to the value of $\sim 100 \text{ nm}$ reported by Murayama et al. for an alloy of similar composition after ECAE processing [29], and is less than that observed in an Al–3.3 at.% Mg alloy deformed under identical conditions [11]. In alloys where the solute has a very strong effect on inhibiting recovery, less dynamic boundary migration occurs and the lamellar structure is thus retained to higher strains and has a finer spacing. Therefore, while it is possible to obtain much finer deformation structures by using solute to inhibit recovery in SPD, the resultant grain structures tend to be highly elongated and contain thinner, much higher aspect ratio grain fragments. Such ultra-high strain deformation structures only approach the nanoscale in the transverse direction, and contain lamellar, or lathe shaped, grains, with grain fragments retained within the deformation structure having lengths greater than one micron not being uncommon.

Processing high-solute-content alloys also affects the relative contributions of the different grain subdivision processes occurring during SPD. Although shear banding has previously been identified as an important mechanism of grain refinement during ECAE processing of dilute aluminium alloys (e.g. Al–0.1 wt.% Mg) it normally only initiates in the second pass, and a more significant proportion of new HAGBs are formed by other mechanisms, such as orientation splitting [6]. In comparison in the Al–Cu alloy studied shear banding was more intense and could be identified as the dominant mechanism in generating new HAGBs at lower strains. This is not that surprising, as it is well known that shear banding is promoted in materials where strong solute dislocation interactions occur [40]. Moreover, the presence of shearable solute clusters, or early stage GPZs, will further encourage flow instability. This behaviour is also promoted by the ECAE technique, which by the nature of the die design encourages shear banding due to the narrow intense deformation zone [16,17]. Furthermore, with route A in each subsequent extrusion cycle the principal shear plane alternates through a rotation of $60^\circ$ about TD (with a $120^\circ$ die) [16] and this reorientation of the shear plane also promotes shear banding within the billet [41].

4.2. Accelerated natural ageing

Deformation-induced dynamic precipitation during SPD processing has been previously reported in certain aluminium alloys [32]. It is also well known that prior deformation can greatly accelerate static artificial ageing (e.g. Refs. [34,42]). Under the extreme strain levels reached in ECAE and other SPD techniques, dynamic precipitation, or post-deformation static ageing, are therefore not unexpected, particularly as plastic work can raise the temperature during processing to around 50 $^\circ$C. However, the precipitation processes that take place will depend on the defect structure created, including the new high- and low-angle boundary area and statistically stored dislocations, the chemical driving force, or supersaturation, and the strain rate, temperature and activation energies for the dominant diffusion processes involved. A further contributing factor is the possibility of enhanced diffusion owing to the presence of an artificially high, deformation-induced, vacancy content. This is an important consideration and vacancy concentrations have been estimated to be as large as $10^{-4}$ immediately after severe deformation processing [33] compared to an equilibrium concentration of $10^{-18}$ [43]. In a material containing a high density of vacancy
sinks, resulting from a fine grain size, this excess vacancy concentration might be expected to decay rapidly. However, in a coarse-grained Al–Cu alloy, positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) has shown that, although the vacancy concentration after quenching decays to half of its original value within a few hours, it then continues to decrease relatively slowly, approaching equilibrium over several weeks [44].

Having carefully examined the microstructure of the ECAE-processed billets immediately after deformation (Fig. 1), it was found that precipitation only occurred some time after processing. In comparison, no grain boundary precipitation was detected even after a year in an identically room-temperature-aged undeformed control sample (Fig. 4). Therefore, the observations reported are solely related to the acceleration of static precipitation by prior severe deformation. Precipitation in Al–Cu alloys, and of the θ phase at specific sites such as grain boundaries, has been previously extensively investigated [37,38,45–47], although all of this work was carried out during artificial ageing at higher temperatures, typically greater than 170 °C. The only exceptions to this research are the results of Murayama et al. [29] who, on ageing an equivalent alloy at 100 °C, also noted θ precipitation at grain boundaries after ECAE processing to a similar strain level. Murayama et al. further showed that the metastable transition phases normally seen on ageing Al–Cu alloys did not form in the SPD-processed material, due to the high nucleation site density for θ precipitation. Although we have focused on the theta phase, no indication of θ', θ'' or GPZ formation was observed in any of the severely deformed samples examined in our experiments. Therefore, a similar behaviour to that reported by Murayama et al. [29] was also seen in the current work, but over a longer time scale at room temperature, with the solid solution decaying directly by the formation of θ by bypassing the normal transition phase states.

After ~9 months’ natural ageing full decomposition of the solid solution was observed in the severely deformed samples which, given the average grain width, would require a diffusion distance of ~40 nm. An indication of the upper bound on the level of acceleration of the kinetics required to achieve this loss of solute from the matrix can be obtained by estimating the time for copper to achieve this diffusion distance by normal lattice diffusion at room temperature (20 °C), which is about 850 000 years. This calculation was based on the root mean diffusion distance (τ = √Dt) using the recommended diffusion data assessed by Du et al. [32] (D = 4.44 × 10⁻⁵ exp.[-133,900/(RT)]). The available diffusion data highlights another problem, in that there is a wide range of values in the literature, none of which was determined below 250 °C.

It is further interesting that nucleation of θ also occurs after processing to relatively low bulk strains at specific sites within the deformation structure (Fig. 8a). This is a direct consequence of the localization of shear promoted by the ECAE process which results in intense strain concentration within shear bands. In such regions precipitation is also accelerated because the local environment, in terms of the presence of new deformation-induced HAGBs for nucleation and the vacancy content, is already similar to that seen in the whole sample after ultra-high strain deformation.

Consideration will now be given to the θ phase grain boundary nucleation and growth stages, with predictions made from classical nucleation and growth theories used as a framework for discussing the observed accelerated ageing kinetics.

4.2.1. Grain boundary nucleation of θ phase at room temperature

Heterogeneous nucleation on grain boundaries is classically described in terms of the reduction in energy barrier that results from destruction of grain boundary area, when the boundary plane is wetted by the nucleus [48]. Incoherent phases like θ, which have a poor crystallographic fit to the matrix and a high interfacial energy, benefit most from nucleating at grain boundaries, whereas semi-coherent phases cannot nucleate on grain boundaries and maintain their habit plane relationship unless the boundary misorientation is small (<9° in the case of θ [37]). Although the average energy of a boundary generally increases with misorientation, and this should encourage nucleation, more important is the energy and density of specific sites within the grain boundary plane. In a fully relaxed boundary this is often related to the CSL (coincident site lattice), or O-Lattice [47] models, and it has been argued that for non-special boundaries the site potency will first increase with misorientation and then decrease again at higher misorientations as the site density becomes too high and the energy per site becomes diluted. However, fully relaxed boundaries would be expected to provide less effective nucleation sites than the boundaries present after deformation, which will contain steps, and generally be in a more disordered state [1,49]. The presence of “non-equilibrium” deformation-induced boundaries has also been previously used to try to explain other phenomena in severe deformation-processed materials, such as more rapid grain coarsening due to enhanced grain boundary diffusion [13].

Although there are many problems with classical nucleation theory, not least of which is the high sensitivity to the interfacial energy, here we have used this approach to make ball-park estimates of grain boundary nucleation times for the θ phase, in order to identify the factors that control the accelerated nucleation rate seen following SPD. Conveniently, the theory of diffusion-controlled grain boundary nucleation developed by Russell [38,45] was originally applied to predict the incubation times for grain boundary nucleation of the θ phase. In this work it was shown that the data were consistent with a nucleation mechanism controlled by volume diffusion of solute into and out of the nucleus, rather than grain boundary diffusion. Following Russell, for a cap-shaped nucleus geometry, the incubation time for nucleation (τ) is given by:
Where $\theta$ is absolute temperature, $\sigma_{ab}$ is the interfacial energy of the nucleus/matrix interface, $a$ is the matrix lattice parameter, $V_2$ is the atomic volume of the copper solute, $\Delta G_v$ is the volume free energy change for formation of $\theta$, $D_v$ is the diffusion coefficient of copper in the aluminium matrix, $\gamma$ is the mole fraction of solute in the matrix, and $\psi$ is the nucleus contact angle.

It is well known that this theory is extremely sensitive to the shape of the nucleus and the contact angle $\psi$, which is determined by the requirement for balance between the surface tensions of the nucleus and grain boundary. In Fig. 11, Eq. (1) has been applied to estimate the expected incubation time at room temperature (20°C) using various assumptions about the nucleus shape and interfacial energy. Also plotted on this figure are the measured incubation times of Aaron and Aaronson, as reported by Russell [45].

The first assumption we have used is the same as that adopted by Brailsford and Aaron [50], where it was assumed that the contact angle ($\psi$) and interfacial energy ($\sigma_{ab}$) for the nucleus are the same as those for growing $\theta$ precipitates ($\psi = 50^\circ$, $\sigma_{ab} = 0.3$ J m$^{-2}$). Using these values gives the rightmost curve in Fig. 11, corresponding to the longest incubation times. For room-temperature ageing, this gives an estimated incubation time for grain boundary nucleation of 7.5 x 10$^7$ years! It can be seen that using this assumption also overestimates the incubation time relative to Aaron and Aaronson’s data at elevated temperatures.

While appropriate for growth, it could be argued that the value of interfacial energy of 0.3 J m$^{-2}$ is too large for nucleation, since the interfacial structure of small nuclei will be significantly different to that of larger precipitates with a well-defined crystal structure [51]. A reduction in the nucleus/matrix interfacial energy would necessarily lead to a change in the nucleus shape to maintain equilibrium at the contact with the grain boundary. Reducing the interfacial energy to 0.2 J m$^{-2}$ would require $\psi = 15^\circ$ to maintain equilibrium. This represents the case where wetting of the grain boundary by the nucleus is greatly enhanced relative to that of a growing precipitate, thus reducing the incubation time. Using these parameters produced the middle curve in Fig. 11, and gives a more reasonable fit to the Aaron and Aaronson measured incubation times at 250°C and above. However, when the curve is extended to room-temperature ageing, the predicted incubation times still remain far too long (~1.4 x 10$^6$ years) to explain the measured nucleation kinetics. If the requirement for balance between surface tensions at the contact point is ignored, and very low values are used for the interfacial energy and wetting angle (e.g. $\sigma_{ab} = 0.01$ J m$^{-2}$, $\psi \sim 1^\circ$), a much shorter incubation time is predicted (the left-hand curve in Fig. 11). Nevertheless, even using this extreme set of conditions, which are unrealistically favourable for nucleation, the incubation time at room temperature is still predicted to be in excess of 80 years, whereas in practice small precipitates were observed after less than a month in the severely deformed material.

The above analysis demonstrates that at low temperatures, the incubation time is largely controlled by atomic mobility and the prediction of very long incubation times at room temperature is dominated by the low diffusion coefficient term in Eq. (1). At low temperatures the availability of potent grain boundary nucleation sites will thus affect the spatial distribution of nuclei, but not control the nucleation rate. The calculations used to produce Fig. 11 were based on the most reliable data available from the recent assessment of the diffusivity of copper in aluminium, by Du et al. [32]. However, even if the predictions are made using an upper bound values for $D$, the incubation time at room temperature remains several years, rather than the month observed. This indicates that other factors are important in controlling nucleation in the severely deformed samples that are not accounted for in the Russell model for grain boundary nucleation.

Additional factors that could accelerate nucleation are a higher copper content in the grain boundaries, as forced migration of boundaries during deformation may result in stronger copper segregation from the swept matrix, which would increase the driving force and local availability of solute. Vacancy flux effects [52] are known to have an important accelerating influence on the nucleation of precipitates in quenched aluminium—magnesium—zinc alloys [53]. However, it is clear that the present observations cannot be explained by this thermodynamically induced segregation alone, since this does not explain the large difference observed between the kinetics in the heavily deformed and undeformed samples. More important, given the dominance of mobility over the driving force, is the possibility of diffusion being enhanced by contributions from the high initial deformation-induced vacancy concentration and the more disordered nature of the boundaries and associated extrinsic dislocation structures. A temporary 10$^6$ rise in

Fig. 11. Predicted incubation times for nucleation of grain boundary $\theta$ precipitates as a function of temperature, from classical nucleation theory. Three assumptions about the nucleus interfacial energy ($\sigma$) and contact angle ($\psi$) were used to perform the calculations (see text). Also shown are the measured incubation times of Aaron and Aaronson, as reported by Russell [45].

$$
\tau = \frac{kT\sigma_{ab}a^4}{V_2\Delta G_v D_v \gamma} \frac{(2 - 3 \cos \psi + \cos^3 \psi)}{(1 - \cos \psi)}
$$

where $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is absolute temperature, $\sigma_{ab}$ is the interfacial energy of the nucleus/matrix interface, $a$ is the matrix lattice parameter, $V_2$ is the atomic volume of the copper solute, $\Delta G_v$ is the volume free energy change for formation of $\theta$, $D_v$ is the diffusion coefficient of copper in the aluminium matrix, $\gamma$ is the mole fraction of solute in the matrix, and $\psi$ is the nucleus contact angle.
vacancy content is consistent with that expected immediately after severe deformation [33], and could produce an increase in mobility sufficient to explain how room-temperature nucleation is possible, even when using the more realistic second set of assumptions detailed above. Although the vacancy concentration will rapidly decay, this is probably still the most significant factor encouraging nucleation in the SPD-processed material, as predictions of the nucleation rate retain large levels of uncertainty and PALS measurements show that there will be an enhanced vacancy content, albeit at a reducing level, over a similar period to that required for the first precipitates to become visible [44].

4.2.2. Room-temperature growth kinetics

To prove that accelerated growth, as well as nucleation, of the theta phase was occurring in the SPD-processed materials, and identify the factors that might be involved, we have similarly compared predictions from the classical collector plate theory of the growth of a grain boundary nucleated phase to our measured data.

A number of models exists describing the growth rate of grain boundary nucleated phases that follow on from the original pioneering work by Aaron and Aaronson [38]. Subsequent modifications have been proposed by Brailsford and Aaron [50], Cantrell and Shiflet [46] and Faulkner and co-workers [53,54]. The original data used by Aaron and Aaronson were for the same alloy composition investigated here, but is now quite old and relied on optical microscopy performed on samples heat-treated above 200 °C. However, more recent results, on the effect of boundary misorientation [46] and in thin Al–Cu films [55], still show good agreement with this model. Encouragingly, our data also gave good agreement with the exponents predicted by this theory for the lengthening rate (1/n ~ 0.25), and thickening (1/n ~ 0.5), which is largely controlled by interfacial diffusion at low temperatures. Brailsford and Aaron [50] have further demonstrated that the exponents can lie in the range 0.25–0.37 for lengthening, and 0.26–0.34 for thickening, depending on the temperature.

Here we have used a version of the theory with a constant collector plate area, as proposed by Carolan and Faulkner [54], to estimate the expected growth rates of the θ phase at room temperature, which is given by:

\[
dL/dt = \frac{A_3 \sqrt{D_3 (\bar{x} - x^0)}}{3 \pi^{1/2} f(\psi) (\bar{x}^0 - x^0) L^2}
\]

(2)

where \(A_3\) is the collector plate area, \(\bar{x}\) the volume fraction of copper in the matrix, \(x^0\) the volume fraction of copper at the precipitate/matrix interface corrected for curvature (the Gibbs–Thompson effect), \(\bar{x}^0\) the volume fraction of copper in the precipitate, \(f(\psi)\) a geometric factor (the expression for which is given in Ref. [54]), \(L\) the precipitate half length and \(t\) time.

This model has been shown to give predictions that are at least as good as the Aaron and Aaronson model, with the benefit of greater mathematical simplicity. As in the Aaron and Aaronson model, it is assumed that the rate-controlling step is diffusion of solute in the matrix towards the collector plate, and that diffusion along the grain boundary is effectively infinitely rapid. Therefore, this is expected to be an upper bound prediction of the growth rate. In this work, Eq. (2) was integrated numerically to find the relationship between \(L\) and \(t\).

Using identical input parameters to those adopted by Brailsford and Aaron [50] (shown in Table 2) and assuming the same cap-shaped precipitate morphology, in Fig. 12a Eq. (2) is shown to reasonably reproduce the experimental data of Aaron and Aaronson, notwithstanding the large scatter in the measurements. Perhaps more surprising is that, if this prediction is extrapolated to 20 °C without any modification to the input parameters, it fits our results for the severely deformed material remarkably well, particularly at longer times (Fig. 12b). However, this agreement is serendipitous, rather than a correct indication of the true growth kinetics, since the input parameters are unrealistic for the severely deformed alloy. In particular, the collector plate area is determined by the precipitate spacing on the grain boundary, and this is much smaller in our work than in that of Aaron and Aaronson [38]. In addition, the values used for the diffusion parameters (activation energy and pre-exponential factor) used by Brailsford and Aaron are different from those of more recent and more reliable assessments [32]. This makes a significant difference to the calculated diffusion coefficient when extrapolating to room temperature.

A more realistic assessment of the collector plate size based on the actual measured interparticle spacing (see Table 2) gives greatly reduced predicted growth kinetics, as shown in Fig. 12b (solid line) and this has a stronger effect on the growth kinetics than the relatively small change introduced by using values from more recent assessment of the diffusion coefficient (compare dotted and solid lines). With this more appropriate set of input parameters the predicted precipitate size, according to Eq. (2), is now about eight times smaller than that measured. Thus, when appropriate input parameters are used, conventional growth theory under-predicts the observed rate by around an order of magnitude, which suggests that room-temperature growth of the θ phase must also be enhanced by prior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Original value</th>
<th>Modified value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collector plate area, (A_3)</td>
<td>12.57 μm²</td>
<td>0.05 μm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion activation energy, (Q)</td>
<td>129.7 kJ mol⁻¹</td>
<td>133.9 kJ mol⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion pre-factor, (D_0)</td>
<td>0.29 × 10⁻⁴ m² s⁻¹</td>
<td>4.44 × 10⁻³ m² s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact angle, (\psi)</td>
<td>50°</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric factor, (f(\psi))</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
severe deformation. However, this discrepancy is not as large as the factor of \( \frac{1}{10^6} \) estimated for the nucleation kinetics, which clearly explains why \( h \) would not normally be seen on natural ageing an undeformed alloy even if there was no growth limitation.

While not as dramatic as the influence of SPD on room-temperature nucleation rates, this again implies that factors not accounted for in classical theory must be important in accelerating growth kinetics of grain boundary nucleated phases in heavily deformed materials. Although it can be argued that the deformation-induced excess vacancy concentration is important in providing sufficient atomic mobility to contribute to nucleation, the decay rate of even a large non-equilibrium vacancy concentration will be too short \( \text{[44]} \) to have much impact on growth occurring over a 1 year time scale. This is particularly true in a nanograin materials with high density of vacancy sinks. Cantrell and Shiflet \( \text{[46]} \) have shown a strong dependence of precipitate density and growth kinetics on grain boundary misorientation, with around a fivefold increase in precipitate size in the misorientation range 20–40°. They attributed this observation to the variation in nucleation site density, and energy, and boundary diffusivity \( (\delta D_b) \) with misorientation. They note a peak in growth rate occurs when the boundary misorientation approaches 40°. We have also observed the \( h \) precipitate size to increase with strain, which increases the average boundary misorientation after deformation \( \text{(Fig. 9)} \). However, this effect is relatively limited and would not account for the estimated order of magnitude increase in growth rate over and above that for an alloy that has random boundary misorientations.

In the collector plate theory \( \text{[54]} \) it is assumed that grain boundary diffusion is infinitely rapid relative to diffusion to the boundary and the dominant factors are the movement of solute to the boundary and the size of the collector plate. The size of the collector plate is relatively small in a severely deformed alloy, and the rate-determining step therefore is the supply of solute to the boundaries. It is possible this could be enhanced by two factors. Firstly, dislocations attached to boundaries that extend into the matrix could assist in supplying solute, although this effect would diminish as recovery occurs. Secondly, as migration of the lamellar boundaries occurred simultaneously with \( h \) precipitation \( \text{(Fig. 10)} \), migration of segments of HAGBs, between pinning points from second-phase particles, could sweep copper atoms to boundaries, enhancing the collector plate effect. The possibility of a greater supply of solute caused by slowly migrating grain boundaries is not accounted for in the simple classical growth model and, although the potential influence of this effect requires further investigation, it is likely to be a key factor contributing towards the acceleration of the room-temperature \( h \) growth kinetics in the SPD-processed material.

5. Conclusions

The grain size achievable after SPD processing and long-term stability of an aluminum-copper alloy have been investigated, where copper was intentionally used in solid solution to inhibit recovery. After deformation to a strain of \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \sim 10 \), by ECAE through “route A”, the deformed state contained highly elongated lamellar grain fragments with a grain width of only 70 nm and an average length of \( \sim 1 \mu \text{m} \). This compares to a grain width of 150 nm for an identically processed 3 wt.% Mg alloy, which contained double the atomic concentration of solute. As well as having a greater effect than magnesium on inhibiting dynamic recovery, copper in solid solution was found to stimulate intense shear banding which became the dominant mechanism for forming new HAGBs during the early stages of ECAE processing.

Post-ECAE processing, the severely deformed Al–Cu solid solution was found to be unstable at room temperature and copious precipitation of \( h \) occurred at grain boundaries on natural ageing, leading to recovery of the deformation structure and a loss of strength. Precipitation of GPZs, or the other transition phases, was not observed and the solute level fell to equilibrium within \( \sim 9 \) months. In comparison, no grain boundary precipitation at all was seen in an undeformed identically treated control material.
The unusually rapid precipitation kinetics observed in the SPD-processed samples were compared to estimates from classical theories of grain boundary nucleation and a simplified collector plate model for growth. Analysis showed that at high underoolings the nucleation and growth rates are dominated by low atomic mobility. Nucleation of $\theta$ was thus only possible in the severely deformed alloy, due to enhanced diffusion accelerated by the high initial vacancy flux. In comparison, the excess vacancy concentration would not be expected to survive for sufficient time to have a great impact on the growth kinetics. However, estimates of the growth rate of the nanoscale $\theta$ precipitates, using a collector plate analysis, predicted an order of magnitude slower rate than that observed. It is suggested that room-temperature growth of the $\theta$ phase in the SPD-processed alloy was probably assisted by the migration of HAGBs during recovery, which would help to sweep copper atoms to the boundaries accelerating growth.
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